Parish Share Scheme 2020

Loving. Living. Learning.
Loving

- Our experience of God’s love compels us to show compassion to all
and build outward-looking communities.
 We experience God’s generous love. We respond with gratitude by being
generous with what God has given us. Mutual love between parishes
enables us to be present and to reach out into every corner of the
diocese.
Living- We ….
 celebrate the abundance of life and promote human flourishing.
o We celebrate abundance by being generous with all our resources
o We promote human flourishing by taking responsibility for supporting
those who have least
 Engage with the world and work for its transformation
We are committed to the world as it is, but we are fired by a vision of
what it might be. And we put our money where our vision is.
 Challenge injustice
Our faith calls us to live a generous life and to demonstrate a way of
approaching our finances so as to challenge the prevailing culture of
always seeking material security at the expense of others.
 Respect and protect the environment for this and future generations
We are responsible for our stewardship of creation. Yorkshire needs a
thriving church that can carry this commitment through generations to
come.

‘Learning - we’re confident in what we know…
 but we’re always listening – to God, the world and each other.
With a confident humility we listen to both God and the world, seeking to
be faithful to our calling and responsive to mutual need.
 and we’re always learning – alert to Jesus Christ’s challenge to live
differently.
Being radically generous to one another is challenging when we fear we
don’t have enough. We are called to live differently and to trust in God’s
provision and to learn from our mistakes.
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What is Parish Share?
Parish Share is the amount of money that your parish is asked to contribute to
support the mission and ministry of every parish in the Diocese of Leeds.
Parish Share is vital in enabling God’s mission in our diocese. Without it, we
would not be able to support our clergy and the mission and ministry of our
parishes. Do you know that every penny of Parish Share is used to fund parish
clergy stipends, pension and associated housing costs?.
In this booklet you will read about how the costs of mission and ministry are
worked out and what those costs are for 2019. You will also learn how this overall
figure is divided between the parishes and benefices by a formula that seeks to
recognise the need of some churches to be supported by others.

The Bible and Parish Share
Parish Share is the principal way by which we resource mission and ministry of the
diocese. As such it needs to be underpinned by our understanding of the nature of
God as Father, Son and Holy Spirit, a God who is first and foremost a God in
relationship with His people. Practical considerations concerning methods of
allocation and Parish Share collection are important but we need before all else to
be rooted and centred in our relationship with God. As a church and as a diocese
we are all about encouraging the church to grow, and having a broader hope-filled
vision of the future, God’s future. We do this as part of our membership of the
Body of Christ which binds us together with Him and with each other. “Just as a
body, though one has many parts, but all its many parts form one body, so it is with
Christ. “(1 Corinthians 12.12) and “Now you are the Body of Christ and each one of
you is a part of it.” (1 Corinthians 12.27)
Within our mutual belonging to Christ and to one other, Loving Living and Learning
together, the following biblical principles are offer to help us root our thinking
about Parish Share and about giving.
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1. Giving with Grace
The gifts made for the church in Jerusalem described in 2 Corinthians 8 are
commended by Paul for being given with generosity and with grace. “We want you
to know brothers and sisters about the grace of God that has been granted to the
churches of Macedonia; for during a severe ordeal of affliction, their abundant joy
and their extreme poverty have overflowed in a wealth of generosity on their part
(2 Corinthians 8:1-2). According to this example, gifts from individuals to their local
church, and contributions from parishes towards Parish Share should also be
characterised by generosity and grace not only in times of plenty but also in times
of challenge.

2. Mutual Support
The Bible also commends the principle of ‘mutual support’ The earliest Christians
spent time together, prayed together and held all things in common (Acts 2.43-47).
This sense of mutual support can be applied to both individuals in respect of their
own giving and also to those churches with greater resources supporting those
who have less.

3. We have more by sharing
The sharing of wealth, possessions and skills enables opportunities for
multiplication. The gift of five loaves and two small fish was followed by the miracle
of the feeding of the multitude. (John 6:5-14). Some benefices may not have
enough resources to provide for the ministry they need by themselves but by
pooling resources through the Parish Share system both clergy and support for
ministry can be provided across the diocese in a fair and equitable way.
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4. Dependence on God
Above all the model for discipleship presented in the Gospels is based upon
dependence upon God’s provision. (Matthew 6.30) rather than upon the building
up of levels of reserves by those who can afford, aiming to provide total security
for themselves for the future, as in the parable of the rich fool ( Luke 12:13-21).
Our Parish Share system therefore should not be about the survival of the fittest
but about mutual sharing of our resources as part of the Church as the Body of
Christ, strengthening the weak and building our new dioceses into one fit for
mission and ministry in the 21st century.
Further materials for using with your parish or PCC on the Bible and Parish
Share are available to download from the diocesan website.
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Diocesan Budget 2020: £23.2m
Where does the money to run the
Church come from?

‘For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also’
Matthew 6:21
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So how is the money spent?

This means ...
All Parish Share and more comes back to our parishes in:
• Clergy stipends, housing and ongoing training
• Curates: selection, training, stipends and housing
• Support for Mission (e.g. vital safeguarding, work with children and young
people, church schools, lay training, communications)
• Support for legal and trust matters.
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How is share calculated?
The basic principle behind our share system is one of giving with grace,
supporting one another, and trusting in God.
In summary there are three main components by which we calculate share for
every parish or benefice.
Component 1:- a resource factor based on the deployment of ministry of a full
time stipendiary priest or house- for- duty priest and a contribution to support
costs provision (67%).
House – for -duty is where a priest lives in the vicarage in exchange for offering
priestly ministry to a benefice, but without receiving a stipend.
Component 2:- an attendance factor taking account of the differing size of
churches and their consequent ability and capacity to contribute towards parish
share (33%).
Component 3:- a social economic factor based on the 2015 Indices of Multiple
Deprivation data with an adjustment for small and rural parishes.
(applied on both of the above components.)
Other factors have also been taken into account to address the capacity and
affordability issues arising from the consultation process. These are:
 Introducing a maximum and minimum Parish Share threshold.
 Applying a capping system for parish share based on total income of the
parish.
 Restricting the level of increases and decreases from current share levels.

Note
We have tried to keep this explanatory booklet as jargon free as possible.
However there will be terms that are familiar to some but unclear to others.
Therefore we have produced a brief glossary of terms in an Appendix at the
back of this booklet.
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So how does it work?
Component 1
This introduces a system of allocation of resources system based on the
deployment of stipendiary priests and house for duty provision.
The first element of the Parish Share system is based on the direct cost of clergy
deployed in the parishes. The direct costs are made up of the cost of stipendiary
clergy, stipendiary curates not in training and house - for - duty costs. The total
direct costs are, for the purposes of the calculation based on a figure of £56K. This
is not what the clergy are paid but takes into account the stipend cost, employer’s
national insurance contribution, the cost of pension provision, housing costs, celry
training and other costs.

Clergy Training and other costs includes the provision of curates in training,
archdeacons, all clergy/ lay training, chaplaincy posts and other central
administrative costs which have been allocated as £58K per parish. The real cost is
much higher but we have been able to reduce the overall costs to parishes by using
other sources of revenue received by our diocese (e.g. investment income,
stipendiary fees, Church Commissioners’ income, etc.)
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Component 2
This uses an attendance factor in order to take account of the differing size of
churches and their consequent ability and capacity to contribute towards parish
share.
This is an important element to take into account to produce a balance between a
Parish Share system that encourages mission whilst at the same time being both fair
and affordable for churches. It would be inappropriate and inequitable for two
churches with differing congregation sizes, to be asked for the same Parish Share.
To reflect this difference between the sizes of congregations attendance data
(based on adult Usual Sunday Attendance from 2013, 2014 and 2015 as supplied by
each parish to the Statistics Department of Church House in Westminster) has been
used as the second component in calculating the Parish Share system. At the
introduction of the new system it was indicated that his data would be fixed for at
least three years (2017, 2018 and 2019) to give some stability to the Parish Share
calculations. It has been agreed to leave the data unchanged for at least another
year, given a review of the system is taking place during 2020.
The definition of Usual Sunday Attendance is shown in the glossary.
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Component 3
To incorporate a social economic factor based on the 2015 Indices of Multiple
Deprivation data allocating to each individual parish.
The Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) as revised in 2015, reflects the relative
deprivation in our Diocese and ensures that the system has strong elements of
mutual support (i.e. more wealthy parishes supporting those less wealthy). This
measure is independent, rigorous fair readily available and usable in our parochial
context.
IMD has the advantage over many of the government statistics available in that it
has been calculated at parish level as commissioned by the central church. It uses
this index in determining the allocation of the Church Commissioners’ funding to
the poorer dioceses of which we are one.
IMD does not, however, fully take into account the rural deprivation and our Parish
Share system therefore adds an additional weighting for small congregations in low
population areas (defined as fewer than 50 attendees and a parish population of
1500 or fewer). If a parish meets these criteria and is below average on the
deprivation scale, (is more wealth), any additional cost will not be applied. If on the
other hand such a parish is above average on the deprivation scale it will continue
to receive the reduction in cost as appropriate.

Note:

IMD factor is applied to both main components of the Parish Share
formula based on the following ratios:
 67% on deployment costs
 33% on attendance.
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Other Factors used in Calculating Share:
Share Thresholds
The share system also uses maximum and minimum parish share parameters for
the calculation of Parish Share.
 The wealthier (least deprived) parishes will be asked to pay for no more two
additional stipendiary posts in addition to the costs of their directly allocated
parochial clergy. This is a principle previously articulated by some of our wealthier
parishes who expressed their generosity by explaining to their congregations that,
as well as paying for their own resources, they should support the provision of an
additional priest for a rurally deprived parish and one for an inner - city deprived
parish.
 The most deprived parishes that have one stipendiary priest will be assessed on
30% of cost. This is a 70% reduction and therefore at a level which feels
achievable.
Capping of parish share based on Total Unrestricted Income
 Paying parish share in full can be a major challenge for a number of our churches
and the focus needs to be on affordability. There are a number of parishes where
the share request in the past has been close to or more than 100% of the parish’s
total income. This is totally unachievable and a disincentive to the parish to work
towards paying it’s Parish Share in full. The system formula caps Parish Share to a
maximum of 80% of total unrestricted income.
Restrict level of increases & decreases
 To ease the effect of the new Parish Share formula it has been decided that any
increase be limited to 10% from current share and any decreases be limited to
5%. This will give those churches facing significant increases an opportunity to
develop their income to meet the additional request and come fully in line with
the new system. The share increase of 10% would be inclusive of normal diocesan
cost inflation and not in addition to it.
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What if we difficulty paying?
If you find that your parish cannot pay either because you believe that you
have been wrongly assessed or because the share you are being asked for has
increased beyond the means of your parish - don’t do nothing!
In the first instance contact your Area Dean who will then discuss your parish
situation with the Archdeacon. The Archdeacon will then contact the Finance
Team in the Leeds Office who will look at your Parish Share allocation with you
and for you. In certain circumstances an agreement may be reached to reduce
what you are asked to pay although no commitment can be provided that this
will happen.

Support Available
Often parishes find that in a review of their budget and levels of financial giving
can help them greatly in a meeting their financial obligations

The Stewardship and Income Generation Team based in the Diocesan Office
can offer both one – to – one support a range of tools help parishes including
 Running a stewardship campaign
 Advice on cutting costs and everyday utility bills
 Maximising Gift Aid and tax recovery on your giving
 Encouraging increased levels of giving within your congregation
 Advice on developing mission ideas and accessing external funding
In addition the national church has resources under the banner Giving for Life.
This includes good practice showing how many parishes have made small
changes which have a huge impact on their financial health.
If you would like to discuss what support might be best for you please
contact a member of the Finance Team on 0113 200 0540 or
share.review@leeds.anglican.org
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Glossary of Terms
Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD)
A formula used by the government for calculating how deprived a given
community is. IMD includes an income measure but also employment, health and
disability, education, barriers to housing services, living environment and crime.
IMD is used heavily by the government in their calculations and is the best tool
we have of assessing the levels of deprivation and therefore the potential giving
capacity of members of each parish.
Attendance Data
This is based on the returns submitted by parishes to Church House in London on
the annual statistics for mission returns. This element of the calculation uses the
Usual Sunday Attendance figure. This is adult attendance on a usual Sunday (not
a major festival or contained in a peal holiday period).
Total Unrestricted Income
For the purposes of the 80% capping we have taken total income to be regular
income, received under planned giving and gift aid recovered , income from fund
raising activities, investment income and income from church activities such as
fees and hall lettings . We have excluded legacies and one off grant income due
to their irregular nature.
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